Ingrid Yael Jensen
Image Designer and Director of Education
Canyon Salon
Styling hair since 2008, Ingrid Jensen is Education Director, Nioxin
Tri-Expert and Re-Invention Enthusiast at The Canyon Salon in
Westlake Village, Ca. As one of the region’s top stylists, instructor
and mentor, she pioneered education and mentoring programs at
Canyon Salon. The training programs at The Canyon Salon focus on
cutting, styling and high-level, five-star customer service.
Ingrid is among the most trusted stylists in California and delivers
unique and impeccable looks based on creating total transformation to
internal confidence which translates to the exterior appearance.
With in-depth training from Bumble and Bumble, Wella, Toni & Guy and TIGI as well as a
mentorship with the celebrity stylist Allen Edwards, Ingrid takes her awe-inspiring skill,
brilliant creativity and vivid passion and translates that synergy into flawless looks for all her
clients. Her image consulting is refreshing and custom tailored to the desires of her clients.
Ingrid gives to surrounding communities and celebrates her passion of image re-invention.
She works with a team of experts in image consulting and personal re-invention. Her
YouTube channel has recently been launched to provide a vehicle to share her expertise and
unparalleled talent. Ingrid is a beauty contributor to BE magazine and has been written up in
Behind the Chair magazine. Ingrid is a volunteer for the Beauty Bus; she visits clients who are
terminally ill styling both the caretaker and the patient. Ingrid organizes and leads fundraisers
at the The Canyon Salon to support local schools. She created the “Style-a-thon raising
money for the Hirshberg Foundation which supports the fight for a pancreatic cancer cure.
Ingrid and her colleagues were sponsored by The Canyon Salon to be part of the Braid Bar at
the Thousand Oaks Teen Beauty Expo in 2014 where she had the honor of speaking to
teenagers about image, individuality and how to care for their hair. She and a few of the
Braid Bar specialists recently were part of the Eden’s Journey Success held on October 26,
2014. The Canyon Salon stylists sponsored a Braid Bard and styled hair for the fashion show.
Ingrid Jensen has built a multi-sided career in beauty education, transformation, mentoring
and philanthropy. She is a vital part of the world of styling. She never stops learning about
the passion of her life.
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